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• EXPLOSIVES R~SEA,RCH LAB 

The concrete slab for the mair. lab building has been poured, 
t~e blast wail masonry work is complete. and this area is ready 
~er b~ilding steel installation. :he ~etal buildin~ system for 
:~e ~ain lab and the steel buildi~q components for the pilot mix 
~cusa, energetic materials s~oracre ~aqazine. and :he environme~tal 
·~·:::ici::.ticning magazine are schedu:ec for C.elivery 5/28. All 
f::::-:l~ing work on ;:he mix i":ouse and :wo :nagazines is C;)mplete and 
~~ese three buildings are ready for metal siding and roof 
::'lstallation. 

A second change order. which !nc:udes s1K items for a total 
add of $10,843. has been authori=ed and the second contractor's 
request for a partial payment of $33.a77 has been approved based 
on a work compietion of 17% . 

* 

Repairs to the Arburq moldi~g rnacnine have been completed and 
the mold tooling has been modified to fine tune the shot 
container's internal volume and to eliminate probierns with 
stripping the wad off the core pin. Approximately 250 
experimental shot containers have been molded with no problems 
being experienced. This initial sample of shot containers is in 
ballistics for testing which should be completed by 6/1. These 
experimental shot containers have been designed to eliminate the 
wad I body interference which exists with the unibody shell. 

Because the payload volume of 3/4 oz. of #2,4.& 6 steei shot 
ls significantly below that of 7/8 oz. of #8 steel shot, it will 
not be ?Ossible to load the 20 ga. 3/4 0z. express and 7/8 oz. 
target ioa<ls using a common shot container. However, 13/16 oz. 
of #2.~.& 6 shot is a good fit for the 7/8 oz. target shot 
container and this slightly heavier payioad presents itself as a 
viable alternative to the 3/4 02. load, which would require 
another shot container. Surely, there would also be some 
marketing advantages to cataioging a 13/16 02. payload against the 
competition's 3/4 oz. load. Preliminary ballistics testing of 
this alternative load will be completed as soon as additional 
experimental 7/8 02. shot containers are molded . 
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